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Don’t puzzle what you see... 
puzzle what Santa sees!
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Wasgij is the hilarious puzzle concept where the image on the box is 
simply a clue to the puzzle inside. Only the puzzle holds the answer!

Don’t puzzle what you see… puzzle what the farmer sees!

Calm on the Canal!

It is a beautiful summer’s day and ‘captain’ Davey had been enjoying a peaceful afternoon cruising down the canal. But 
something behind him is causing waves, and he is panicking. The local animals and walkers are equally startled!

Imagine you are the farmer leading his herd of cows over the canal bridge. What he can see is the view you have to puzzle.
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Don’t puzzle 
what you see...

puzzle what will 
happen next!

Catching  
a Break!

Don’t puzzle 
what you see...

puzzle what will 
happen next!

Grabbing A 
Quick Bite!
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Wasgij is the hilarious puzzle concept where the image 
on the box is simply a clue to the puzzle inside. 

Only the puzzle holds the answer!

Original #32 
The Big Weigh In!

Mystery #16 
Birthday Surprise!

Destiny #20 
The Toy Shop!

Original #31 
Safari Surprise!
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Retro Original #1 
Sunday Drivers!

Retro Destiny #1 
The Best Days of our Lives!

Retro Mystery #1 
The Wasgij Express!
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

The LibraryThe Winery

Food Festival Truck

The Park

Jan van Haasteren was born in 1936 in Schiedam near Rotterdam, 
Holland. In 1962 he started work doing advertising/illustration and 
went on to work for Toonder Animation Studios.
Among the many figures he used to draw was Disney’s Hiawatha. 
After 5 years he left to become a freelance illustrator, creating a comic 
strip called ‘Baron van Tast’ which became fairly well known. 
This was the start of a long list of posters, which he does for clients 
all over the world. He has made Olympic Games posters for Philips, a 
series of interiors of crazy factories for Colt International, posters for 
banks and insurance companies, etc. Comic strips and posters are his 
favourite works.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Since the 1970’s the paintings of artist 
Michael Fishel have been seen worldwide 
as posters, prints, jigsaw puzzles and 
wall calendars. In 1975 his art was first 
published by the Big O poster co. U.K. 
alongside artists Roger Dean, Rodney 
Matthews, Robert Venosa, Mati Klarwein 
and H.R. Giger among others. During the 
1980’s Michael illustrated RPG books for 
TSR Hobbies Dungeons & Dragons, and 
later in his career he painted cover art 
for books by H.P. Lovecraft and Richard 
Adams. At this stage of his art career 
Michael is primarily creating in a mixed-
media style focusing his paintings on 
vintage Americana themes. 

Groovy Records

Concert Tonight
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

The Master’s ApprenticesSnake Charmers

Prowling Bathurst

Mopar Magic 

Mike Harbar has been a professional freelance illustrator since 1990. He 
emigrated from England to Australia in 2000 and now operates his renowned 
Classic Lines Artist studio on the Mornington Peninsula, illustrating for a broad 
range of loyal clients worldwide.
Mike Harbar is a trained industrial designer and has a unique understanding 
of engineering principals and how they relate to his artistic output. This is 
apparent when inspecting the accuracy and attention to detail he can achieve 
by using the humble lead pencil and watercolour wash. 
All of Mike Harbar’s artworks feature his church spire trademark hidden 
deceptively in the detail. Like Cuneo’s mouse and Where’s Wally? the church 
spire adds a touch of intrigue to each work and reflects his Christian Faith.
Mike Harbar has collaborated closely with motorsport legends Peter Bock, 
Harry Firth, Fred Gibson, Bob Jane and Allan Moffat. His work has been 
displayed at the Goodwood Revival, RACV, Motorclassica, Melbourne 
Motorshow, Brooklands Museum UK.
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Harbour SunsetSetting Sail at Sunset

Lights on the Harbour

The Harbour Evening

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Dominic Davison was born in London, 1972 and now lives in Buckinghamshire, 
UK where he gets his inspiration for his idyllic and romantic scenes. 
One of the finest landscape artists working today, his works display a Dutch 
romanticism using 21st century tools and methods. His influences are varied and 
include the 19th Century Dutch landscape master Barend Cornelis Koekkeoek as 
well as the English Romantic painter John Constable.
Though he uses a mouse instead of a paintbrush to create his images, it is his 
observant eye, his composition, and his use of colour and light, which makes his 
images stand head and shoulders above his peers working in the digital media. 
Prior to joining MGL he worked as a freelance artist, having his work published 
in magazines such as ‘3D Artist’, and ‘Advanced Photoshop’. This work includes 
both tutorials and double page galleries.
His hobbies include the cinema, video games, art galleries, and making music.
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A Colourful Crowd

Along the Forest Path Making New Friends

The Little Sidekick

River Companions

Waiting for my Turn

Natalie Jane Parker was born in Sydney, Australia in April 
1971. She has been a wildlife artist focusing on Australian 
fauna and flora since 1996. Her home and studio is neslted on 
50 acres in the picturesque Hunter Valley, which views provide 
daily inspiration for her art. Natalie paints in acrylic paint on 
clay coated board, which gives her the smooth surface which 
she requires to achieve her intricate details. The finishing 
touch to most paintings is an ant or two, which has become 
an unofficial signature in her work. Natalie’s paintings have 
been published on numerous calendars, greeting cards, open 
and limited edition prints, bone china mugs, trays, coasters, 
placemats....and now jigsaw puzzles. Natalie has also written 
and illustrated over 30 successful children’s books, most are 
nature based and have been received warmly in the overseas 
market. One of Australia’s most successful wildlife artists, 
Natalie’s work is unique in that it is cherished by memento-
hunting tourists and serious art investors alike.

ABOUT THE ARTIST
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

To Each Her OwnHowdy, Neighbor

Far from the Crowd

A World of Her Own

John Sloane wanted to be an artist from the time he was able to hold a pencil. 
At the age of four, he was filling every available scrap of paper with drawings. 
As he went through school, teachers were quick to recognize the boy’s ability 
and encourage him to develop his talents. While still a teenager, he decided on 
a career as an illustrator.
Instead of seeking formal art training, John entered college to pursue a liberal 
arts degree. In his spare time, he studied the works of great American artists 
and illustrators, developing his skills in painting and composition. Shortly 
after his graduation, he began to obtain free-lance commissions and has since 
developed a loyal clientele of publishers and collectors.
Today, John continues to paint at Hearts Haven, as he and Mary Anne have 
named their farmhouse. Long country walks with their English Setter are a 
favorite pastime. “I am always on the lookout for new subjects”, says John. 
“Familiar scenes can change dramatically with the movement of light and at 
different times of the year. There is always something new to be seen. I want 
to create an awareness of the little things that we often take for granted.”
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Thomas Wood is an extremely versatile artist whose career has spanned more than 
30 years and whose artwork has been distributed throughout the United States and 
Europe through hundreds of published art prints and licensed products. His enormous 
productivity has included many commissioned works for private individuals and the 
design and creation of hundreds of postage stamps for more than a dozen countries 
worldwide.
The artist has won numerous awards during his career including placing second in 
the prestigious United States Federal Duck Stamp competition. His abilities include a 

mastery of oils, watercolors, acrylics, silk screening, intaglio printing and most recently 
the digital arts.
The artist is perhaps best-known in the art licensing world for his whimsical Best 
Friends pet images, his large portfolio of Country Americana landscapes and his 
extensive portfolio of paintings of wine.
Thomas Wood is represented exclusively for art licensing by Porterfield’s Fine Art 
Licensing of Sarasota, Florida.
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Winston’s Farm Fresh Eggs Official Taste TestersThe Sunflower Inn

Honey For Sale
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

John Sloane wanted to be an artist from the time he was able to hold a pencil. 
At the age of four, he was filling every available scrap of paper with drawings. 
As he went through school, teachers were quick to recognize the boy’s ability 
and encourage him to develop his talents. While still a teenager, he decided on 
a career as an illustrator.
Instead of seeking formal art training, John entered college to pursue a liberal 
arts degree. In his spare time, he studied the works of great American artists 
and illustrators, developing his skills in painting and composition. Shortly 
after his graduation, he began to obtain free-lance commissions and has since 
developed a loyal clientele of publishers and collectors.
Today, John continues to paint at Hearts Haven, as he and Mary Anne have 
named their farmhouse. Long country walks with their English Setter are a 
favorite pastime. “I am always on the lookout for new subjects”, says John. 
“Familiar scenes can change dramatically with the movement of light and at 
different times of the year. There is always something new to be seen. I want 
to create an awareness of the little things that we often take for granted.”

Sweet TalkPartners in the Field

Maggie & Ben

Get a Horse
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Master of Mania!

Picture Perfect Series 5

Moments & Memories Series 2

What’s She Thinking?

Works Of Art
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Cottage Cats

Pickups & Produce Series 2

Hobby Sheds Series 3

Working Legends

Blossom Borders Series 2

At The Station Series 2
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The Chase UK  
Board Game
The Chase is on! The Chase.... it isn’t just a quiz, it’s a race.

In this family board game, players must stay one step ahead of 
the Chaser, ruthless and brilliant quiz geniuses determined to 
stop you winning... at all costs. Includes electronic timer. Over 
1000 questions. 3-6 Players. Age 8+

Draw Out Extreme Game
Draw Out Extreme take the fun of drawing to...well, new extremes! With 
doodling challenges that might make you sweat! Get ready to draw, guess 
and laugh your heart out!. The most correctly guessed words means 
victory! 4+ Players. Age 12 +

Top Magic
These little sets contain 
easy tricks and instructions 
for young magicians.

Learn how to do amazing 
card tricks and how to 
make objects disappear! 
Collect all six and master 
the fascinating secrets of 
magic! Age 6+
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Yatzy Dice Game &
Maxi Yatzy Dice Game
Try to roll as many of the combinations shown on the score 
pad as possible, and get the highest score at the end of the 
game! Comes in a great, compact package! It is the perfect 
companion for any trip. 2 + players. Age 5+

Crazy Laws
This game is the perfect gift. The world is full of laws, and some of them are utterly 
bonkers! It is your job to guess what’s true and what’s false. First player to answer 
correctly wins a card. First to 5 cards wins the game! 2+ players. Age 15+

Who Am I? 
In this fun, witty and versatile 
game you get to play charades, 
sing and explain in your own 
words who you are! Can your 
friends guess who you are 
trying to be? First to 5 cards 
wins the game! 3-6 Players. Age 
15+

Who Has…?
Time to let the skeletons out of 
the closet! Pointing fingers is usually 
considered rude, but this time it’s 
compulsory! One player reads a 
question aloud and then all count 
1-2-3 together and point at the 
person they think it fits best! 3-6 
players. Age 15+

You Think You Know Me?
Challenge your friends with this simply witty game! Do your friends know 
what your dream holiday destination is or which celebrity would you choose 
to dine with? Test them by offering them a question and a set of alternatives 
and let them answer with the answering cards. 3-6 players. Age 15+



LEARNING AND SCIENCE

Little Craft Kits

KidzMaker

4M

Small is beautiful! Creative young minds have unlimited 
design and decoration possibilities exploring intricate details.

These craft kits engage the imagination of kids at an early age. They are fascinated 
with colour, texture and creating things out of their boundless imaginations!

Llama Doll Pom Pom Pets Weaving Art Leather Pouch

French Knit Butterfly Kit

Mini Plate Painting Kit

Dreamcatcher Making Kit

Crystalite Trinket Box

Origami Zoo Animals

Lantern Painting Kit

Spin Art Fun Creations

Garden Stone Painting



4M

Crystal Science Magnet Exploration

 Crafting is great for everyone! These kits inspire 
young minds into creating masterpieces!

STEAM is the educational approach to learning that uses 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics.

 Medium Craft

STEAM Powered Kids

Kitchen Science

Paint Your Own Mini Tea Set Paint Your Own Fun Mask My Fun & Creative Chalk Factory
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Active Play
Traditional and fun game experience. Active Play Games are a brilliant 

way to boost activity and have fun with your family and friends!

Totally Tropical  
Garden Games

Add a tropical twist to your outdoor entertainment this 
summer with this new Totally Tropical collection. Big, 

bold and brightly coloured, these games are perfect for 
parties and guaranteed for great fun with friends!

Jumping Bag

Fifty To Finish
Giant Toppling Tower

Ladder Toss

Disk Golf

4-in-Row

Ring Toss
Pull The Rope

Alice’s Party 
Games Mat

Alice’s Down 
The Rabbit Hole 
Throwing Game
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Nothing conjures up the style and 
elegance of a summers day like an 

outdoor game. Fun for all the family!

Outdoor Garden Games

Kubb Mölkky 

The Queen Of Heart’s Croquet

The White 
Rabbit’s 

Scavenger 
Hunt

Wonderland  
Games
Tumble down the rabbit hole and enter a 
world where everything is possible, and nothing 
is as it seems! Centred on Lewis Carroll's spirit 
of playful mischief, this collection will capture the 
imagination of the young and the young-at-heart alike.

Rockers
Each horse has a super soft padded body and soft fur. Take delight when you 

press the horses ear and they make galloping (clippety clop) and neighing 
sounds! 3+ years with adult supervision.

Rocking 
Lamb

This adorable lamb rocker 
has footrests and lullaby music, as 

well as a plush padded seat with sturdy 
backrest for security and comfort. 18+ months with 

adult supervision.

Tan Rocking Horse

Clydesdale Rocking 
Horse

Black Rocking 
Horse with 
White Feet

Black & White 
Spotted Horse

Grey Felt Horse 
with White 

Mane
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Silky Crayons

Scratch Books Scratch Notes

Toucan Lion

Adventure Unicorns

Scratch Notes

Bunny Polar Bear Fox Unicorn

Each set of 12 extremely smooth, 
fast drying and washable crayons 

come in an adorable collectable 
box with a colouring poster. They 

are non-toxic and perfectly safe for 
children aged 3+ years.



Scratch Notes

Scratch Notes
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Design
and

Dazzle!

Unicorn Hoodie Blanket

Crystal Secrets 
Swarovski

These Swarovski™ crystal 
embellished bracelet kits are 
a fun DIY project with a big 

surprise. Each bracelet includes 
an adorable, mystery animal 

charm kids will love collecting.

Gem Links Bracelet Maker

Girl On The Go Deluxe 
Cosmetic Set

Glitter Dream Nail Spa

Dream Glow Terrarium Crystal Rainbow Jewellery Masterpieces Paint Pouring

Deluxe Unicorn Makeover
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Advent CalendarsAdvent Calendars
Get ready for Christmas with these Playmobil themed 

Advent Calendars! The fun of opening up a little something 
everyday is just what Santa's elves ordered! Age 4+ years

Construction  
Site Fire Rescue

Battle For  
The Magic Stone

Horse FarmFarm

Christmas Ball Christmas Toy Store


